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Grade 4 Term 3 Weeks 1 and 2

Theme: Beautiful Birds

Decoding Skills
Phonic sounds
Learn to say these sounds:

 ______________________________________________

Phonic words
Practice sounding out and reading these words: 

flap flash made shake flashing flapping

 ______________________________________________

Word find
Blend sounds from the table to form words. Write as many words as possible in your exercise book.

fl a-e b
k i o

ing m p

 ______________________________________________

Sight or high frequency words
Use your phonic knowledge to sound out these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise 
them by sight:

bird from again journey fly
new things long beak tree

 ______________________________________________

Theme vocabulary words
Your teacher will teach you the meanings of these words. Use your phonic knowledge to sound out 
these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise them by sight:

beak curved hatch break in flamingo

nest swoop protectively fragile treehouse

notice protect African Penguin fear fearfully

relax omnivore Blue Crane drought crow burglar

-inga-efl
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Decodable texts

A bird’s journey

A bird went on a journey.  A bird went on a journey from home. Where did the bird 
go? The bird went on a journey from home. Flap, flash, shake! Flap, flash, shake! The 
bird could fly.  The bird could fly and notice new things.  The bird could fly and see 
new things on the journey. 

The journey was long. What was long? The journey was long.  The bird made a 
nest.  The bird made a nest on the long journey.  The nest was in a tree. Where was 
the nest? The nest was in a tree.  The bird could fly back home. 

The bird could fly back home again from the long journey. Flap, flash, shake! Flap, 
flash, shake! The bird could see new things.  The bird could see new things at home. 
What did the bird see at home? Back from the long journey, the bird could see new 
things at home. 
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The bird who could sing

There was a bird full of colours. In the nest in the tree was a bird full of colours. 
Where was the bird? Where was the bird full of colours? The bird full of colours was 
in a nest in the tree. 

This bird had a beak. With this beak the bird could sing. How did the bird sing? The 
bird could sing with its beak.  The bird could sing for a long time.  The bird could sing 
many new things! The bird could sing from the tree.  The bird could sing from the 
nest. From where did this bird sing? The bird could sing in the tree and the nest. 

This made children fly by.  This made children fly by in a flash! When the bird was 
singing, the children would shake, flap and flash! They were all flashing and flapping 
when the bird was singing.

‘Again! Again!’ the children would say to the bird full of colours.

 ______________________________________________

1. Where was the bird? 
The bird was in a … in a …

2. What did the bird use to sing with?
The bird used its … to sing with.

3. When the children were shaking, flapping and flashing while the bird sang, what 
do you infer they were doing?
I can infer that the children were …
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Group Guided Reading Text
Read and discuss this text with your teacher during group guided reading.

Non-fiction text, account: Gabi Mann and the crows

Gabi Mann is a young girl who lives in Seattle, in America. When she was four years 
old, Gabi saw that when she dropped food in the garden, some big black birds came 
to eat it. She learnt that these birds were called crows. 

Gabi started to feed the crows every day. Every morning, she filled a bird-bath with 
water and a bird-feeder with peanuts and fruit. Every morning, they drank the water 
and ate the peanuts, but left the fruit. 

After a while, Gabi noticed that the crows left small presents for her.  They ate 
the peanuts, and then left a small, shiny present on the bird-feeder. Sometimes the 
present was a piece of glass. Sometimes it was a button or a small piece of metal. 
Gabi loved the presents that these clever black birds brought to her. 

Gabi kept every present, and continued to feed the crows every day! She kept all 
the gifts the crows gave her in a jar. 

Gabi also talked to the birds, and they sang to her! This is interesting because many 
people are afraid of crows. 
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1. Where does Gabi Mann live?

Gabi Mann lives…

2. What kind of birds does Gabi feed? What do they look like?
The birds that Gabi feeds are called… 
They are… and…

3. Why do you think the birds left Gabi small gifts?
I think that the birds left Gabi small gifts because…

4. How can you infer that crows like peanuts?
I can infer that crows like peanuts because…

5. Descriptive verbs are verbs that help the reader picture what is happening in the 
story. Rewrite the sentence choosing the best descriptive verb:
a. She walked / hurried down the street because she was worried that she’d be late.
b. He grabbed / took the food before anyone saw him.
c. She said / whispered the answer so no one could hear her.

6. There are many kinds of birds. Write down all the words that are not a type of 
bird:
a. crow
b. owl
c. pigeon
d. goat
e. swan
f. zebra
g. duck
h. squirrel
i. chicken
j. bear
k. penguin
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Independent Reading Skills
Fiction text, story: Londiwe’s 
trip to the beach

On his 10th birthday, Londiwe’s 
family took him to a beach in Cape 
Town. His mother told him that they 
were going to Boulders Beach. 

When they arrived at the beach, 
Londiwe could not believe his 
eyes.  There were cute black and 
white birds swimming in the 
ocean and walking on the beach! 
Londiwe learned that the cute birds were called 
African Penguins. 

They looked so cute because they waddled on their legs like little children learning 
to walk. Londiwe could not stop looking at them. He loved their fat black and white 
bodies, and the funny way that they walked. 

The penguins looked like they were all best friends. Londiwe swam with the 
penguins all day!

 ______________________________________________

1. What is the name of the beach that Londiwe visited?
Londiwe visited a beach called…

2. Would you like to swim with penguins? Why or why not?
I would / would not like to swim with penguins, because…

3. Proper nouns always begin with capital letters. Rewrite the sentence below, 
adding capital letters where necessary:
In south africa, there are wonderful birds to see, especially in mpumalanga at the kruger 
national park. 

4. Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Choose the correct synonym 
for the word ‘boulders’ in the following sentence:
Boulders Beach is filled with large boulders that both penguins and people climb and sit 
on. 
a. sand 
b. rocks 
c. sea water 
d. shells
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Non-fiction text, information: The Blue Crane

The blue crane is a tall bird with long legs. It is pale blue-grey in colour, becoming 
darker grey on its upper head and neck. It is a powerful bird, and is often found to 
be quiet and peaceful.

Blue cranes mainly eat plants such as bulbs, seeds and roots.  They also eat small 
animals such as insects, snails, lizards, frogs, fish, crabs and small mammals.

The blue crane is culturally important to the Xhosa people. If someone fought 
bravely in battle, that person is traditionally decorated with blue crane feathers in 
their hair.  A brave person with blue crane feathers in their hair is thought to bring 
peace and order in times of trouble. 

The blue crane is also the national bird of South Africa.
 ______________________________________________

1. What colour is the blue crane? 
The blue crane is…

2. Why do you think the 
blue crane was the 
animal chosen to show 
respect and admiration to 
brave fighters? 
I think the blue crane was 
chosen because… 

3. A carnivore eats meat / 
animals.  A herbivore eats 
plants.  An omnivore eats 
both plants and animals. 
Which is the best word to 
describe the blue crane? 
The best word to describe the 
blue crane is…

4. Join the underlined words using an 
apostrophe:
a. Let us go and watch the birds and the wildlife.
b. I have not ever seen a blue crane in real life.
c. We will be careful not to disturb the birds.
d. Blue cranes are important because they are our 

national bird. 
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Visual text, diagram: Diagram of a Blue Crane

 ______________________________________________

1. How many legs does a blue crane have?
A blue crane has…

2. Which part of its body does a blue crane use to eat?
A blue crane uses its…

3. The present progressive tense shows that something is still happening. Usually, 
the words is/are come before the verb, and the verb ends in -ing. Change the 
following sentences into the present progressive tense:
a. The blue crane looks at the lizard.
b. The bird walks slowly through the bush.
c. The people watch the blue crane quietly.

4. Homonyms are words that sound the same but have different meanings. Rewrite 
the following sentences choosing the correct homonyms:
a. We painted the pale / pail the same colour as the crane. 
b. It’s now pale / pail blue.

eye
head

neck

feathers

pale blue-grey body

legs

beak
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Summary: The Blue Crane

1. Read the non-fiction text again: The Blue Crane

2. Make a mind-map about the Blue Crane.

3. Only write key words (the most important words, not full sentences).

Summary: Mind map of Blue Crane

Blue Crane

Appearance
(What does it 

look like?)

Diet
(What does  

it eat?)

Other facts
(What else do you  
know about it?)

Cultural Importance
(What is its cultural 

importance?)
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Grade 4 Term 3 Weeks 3 and 4

Theme: Slithering Snakes

Decoding Skills
Phonic sounds
Learn to say these sounds:

 ______________________________________________

Phonic words
Practice sounding out and reading these words: 

think wink blink kite fine time
 ______________________________________________

Word find
Blend sounds from the table to form words. Write as many words as possible in your exercise book.

nk i-e bl
a b k
s t a-e

 ______________________________________________

Sight or high frequency words
Use your phonic knowledge to sound out these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise 
them by sight:

about then after thought never
found trick garden laugh / laughed snake

______________________________________________

Theme vocabulary words
Your teacher will teach you the meanings of these words. Use your phonic knowledge to sound out 
these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise them by sight:

season breed treatment expert harmless

fangs remove poisonous poison common

spit venom venomous active Black Mamba

zoo metres backwards speed kilometres per hour

nk i-e
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Decodable texts

The snake’s tricks

‘I like to laugh. I like to 
laugh and make tricks!’ said the snake. ‘I like to wink and blink! I like to wink and 
blink and make tricks!’ said the snake. ‘I like to make tricks,’ said the snake.

The snake thought.  The snake thought about how he could make tricks.  The snake 
thought about how he could make tricks and never be found. What did the snake 
think about? The snake thought about how he could make tricks and never be found. 

Then the snake found the time.  Then the snake found the time to make tricks.  The 
snake found the time to make tricks in the garden. Where did the snake make tricks? 
The snake made tricks in the garden.  The snake made tricks with speed.  The snake 
made tricks with a kite.  The snake made fine tricks! After this, the snake laughed. He 
laughed and laughed at his fine tricks. 

 ______________________________________________

Dad found a snake

Dad went to the garden. Dad went to the garden to look for my kite. Where was 
my kite? My kite was in the garden. Dad found a snake. Dad found a snake in the 
garden. Where was the snake? The snake was in the garden with my kite.

‘Is this snake poisonous? Is this snake harmless?’ Dad thought. 

‘Don’t come here!’ Dad said to me. ‘Don’t come here. It is not safe. I don’t know if this 
snake is poisonous. I don’t know if this snake is harmless. I have to think about it. Let 
me think.’ 

After some time, the snake made a wink.  After some time, the snake made a blink. 
What did the snake make? The snake made a wink and a blink.  Then Dad laughed. 
Dad laughed and laughed. ‘It is safe. It is fine,’ Dad said. What did Dad do? Dad 
laughed then and said it was fine.

‘I think this is a harmless snake!’ said Dad.
 ______________________________________________

1. Why did Dad go into the garden? 
Dad went into the garden because…

2. What two questions was Dad asking himself when he saw the snake?
The two questions Dad was asking himself were… and…

3. Why did Dad think the snake was harmless?
Dad thought the snake was harmless because…
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Group Guided Reading Text
Read and discuss this text with your teacher during group guided reading.

Fiction text, account: Snakes on the brain

Teboho was really enjoying the Natural Sciences lessons in Grade 4.  As he helped 
his sister Ulwazi to fold the washing, he thought about the day’s lesson. His class 
was learning all about snakes.  They learnt about harmless and poisonous snakes. 
Suddenly, Teboho spotted a long, skinny, brown thing at the bottom of the washing 
basket.  Teboho was sure that this was a snake! He thought about what his teacher 
had told him: stay calm and move away from the snake. He slowly put down the 
washing, and took a step backwards. 

Then, Teboho whispered to Ulwazi, ‘There is a snake in the basket.’ 

Ulwazi laughed. She reached into the washing basket and pulled out a stick. ‘It’s not 
a snake, Tebogo, it’s a stick. I think that you have snakes on the brain!’ 

Teboho was so relieved! He needed to stop thinking so much about snakes.
 ______________________________________________

1. What was Teboho learning about in Natural Sciences?
In Natural Sciences, Teboho was learning about…

2. What were Teboho and his sister doing? 
Teboho and his sister were…

3. What do you think it means to have ‘something on the brain’?
I think to have ‘something on the brain’ means…

4. Can you think of a time when you had something on the brain?
I had something on the brain when…

5. Write the following sentences in past tense:
I drink tea every morning.
I go to school on the bus.
I shout and scream when I see the snakes!
I know my mom will protect me from snakes.

6. Write down the matching antonyms together 
(words that have the opposite meaning):
harmless
calm
skinny
backwards
slowly
laugh

forwards
quickly
cry
dangerous
stressed
fat
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Independent Reading Skills
Fiction text, account: Sesi’s trip to the zoo

The Grade 4 class went on a school trip to the zoo. Sesi was very excited to go to 
the zoo for the first time. She wanted to see all of the animals, but she was most 
excited to see the snakes! Sesi had never seen a real snake. She was curious to see 
what they looked like in real life. 

Sesi felt excited when the class 
walked into the snake section of 
the zoo. Sesi was relieved that 
the snakes couldn’t bite her or 
spit venom at her – they were all 
behind thick glass windows. 

She walked to one glass cage that 
had a very big snake in it. She read the sign above the cage: ‘Black Mamba’.  The 
snake was a dark brown colour, and it had a flat, pointed head. Sesi learnt that a 
Black Mamba has very strong venom.  Then, the snake opened its mouth. Sesi saw 
that the Black Mamba’s mouth was black inside. 

On the bus ride back to school, Sesi thought about the Black Mamba. She spent the 
whole bus ride wondering why it was called the Black Mamba even though it was 
brown! 

 ______________________________________________

1. Why could the snakes not bite or spit venom at Sesi?
The snakes could not bite or spit venom at Sesi because…

2. Why do you think the Black Mamba is called the Black Mamba even though it is 
brown?
I think that the Black Mamba is called the Black Mamba even though it is brown 
because…

3. Join the following sentences using the correct connecting word – but, and, or so.
a. Some snakes are very dangerous. Some snakes are harmless.
b. The teacher wanted the learners to see snakes. She took them to the zoo.
c. I am fascinated by snakes. My friend is too.

4. Synonyms are words with the same meaning. Write down the words which are 
not synonyms of the first word.
a. excited: happy / kind / enthusiastic 
b. curious: loud / inquisitive / interested
c. brave: courageous / bold / lucky
d. big: grumpy / huge / enormous 
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Non-fiction text, information: Facts about the Black Mamba

The Black Mamba is the largest venomous snake in Africa. Most Black Mambas 
are about 2 metres long. Most men are not as tall as 2 metres! The biggest Black 
Mambas can grow as long as 4.5 metres. 

Black Mambas are very fast snakes and can move at over 20 km per hour. Black 
Mambas are found in the North West, Limpopo, Mpumalanga, and Kwa-Zulu Natal 
provinces. Black Mambas are mostly found on the ground in grass or in bushes, but 
they can also be found on tree branches. 

A Black Mamba is a grey or a dark brown colour. Black Mambas are called Black 
Mambas because the inside of their mouths are black.  They have very sharp teeth 
called fangs.  Their poison, or venom, comes out of their fangs. Black Mambas are 
very poisonous and if someone is bitten by a Black Mamba, they must immediately 
go to hospital.

 ______________________________________________

1. Why are Black Mambas called Black Mambas even though they are dark brown?
They are called Black Mambas because… 

2. What do you think is the scariest thing about a Black Mamba?
I think the scariest thing about a Black Mamba is that…

3. If you are bitten by a Black Mamba, why must you immediately go to hospital?
You must go to hospital immediately because…

4. Give the abbreviations for the following:
a. South Africa: 
b. Kwa-Zulu Natal:
c. Metre:
d. Mister:
e. World Wide Web:
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Visual text, graph: Death by snakes

 ______________________________________________

1. Which region has the highest number of deaths related to snake bites?
The region that has the highest number of deaths related to snake bites is…

2. Why do you think the number of deaths related to snake bites in this region is 
the highest?
I think the number of deaths related to snake bites is highest in this region because…

3. Complete the sentences using adjectives of degree to show comparison: 
Example: I am tall; my sister is taller; my cousin is the tallest.
a. South America has some deaths; Africa has more deaths; Asia has the ____________.
b. The puff adder is ________; the Cape Cobra is faster; the Black Mamba is the 

fastest.
c. The teacher was happy to see the snakes; Zumi was happier; Sesi was the 

______________.
d. In April the weather was good; in December the weather was ____________; in 

February it was the ___________.

4. Write out the following numbers in words: 
For example: 1000 – one thousand
a. 400 – ______________
b. 800 – ______________
c. 10 000 – ______________
d. 12 500 – ______________

N
u

m
b

er
 o

f 
d

ea
th

s 
p

er
 y

ea
r

11 000

10 000

9 000

8 000

7 000

6 000

5 000

4 000

3 000

2 000

1 000

0

12 000

North America & 
Europe

South America & 
Mexico

Region

Africa Asia
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Summary: Facts about the Black Mamba

1. Read the non-fiction text again: Facts about the Black Mamba

2. Then, make a mind-map about the Black Mamba.

3. Only write key words (the most important words, not a full sentence).

Summary: The Black Mamba

Black Mamba

Appearance
(What does it 

look like?)

Location/Habitat
(Where does  

it live?)

Movement
(How does it move?)

Venom
(What do you know 
about the venom?)
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Grade 4 Term 3 Weeks 5 and 6

Theme: Superheroes

Decoding Skills
Phonic sounds
Learn to say these sounds:

 ______________________________________________

Phonic words
Practice sounding out and reading these words: 

sparkling spin woke open opened blinked
 ______________________________________________

Word find
Blend sounds from the table to form words. Write as many words as possible in your exercise book.

sp o-e p
k i t
n -ed br
a c e

 ______________________________________________

Sight or high frequency words
Use your phonic knowledge to sound out these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise 
them by sight:

him school or did everyone
has play friend rescue eyes

 ______________________________________________

Theme vocabulary words
Your teacher will teach you the meanings of these words. Use your phonic knowledge to sound out 
these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise them by sight:

drown disguise suspicious loneliness imaginary

lonely shadow disappear twirled superhuman

cape invisible superhero terror risk a life

mask rescue impressive instantly make believe

sp o-e -ed
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Decodable texts

Thando to the rescue!

Thando is a superhero.  Thando is a sparkling 
superhero.  Thando is a sparkling and kind 
superhero. Who is Thando? Thando is a sparkling and 
kind superhero. 

Thando helps everyone.  Thando helps everyone at 
school. Where does Thando help everyone? Thando helps 
everyone at school.  Thando can spin.  Thando can play! 
Thando can spin or play.  Thando is everyone’s superhero 
friend. Who is everyone’s superhero friend? Thando is everyone’s 
superhero friend. 

Some days I am down. Some days I open my eyes and I am down. One day I opened 
my eyes and I was down. I blinked! I blinked and Thando the superhero came! I 
woke up and Thando the superhero came to the rescue! Who came to the rescue? 
Thando the sparkling, kind superhero came to the rescue. 

Everyone did a spin! Everyone did a little sparkling spin! Thando came to 
help.  Thando the superhero came to the rescue. 

 ______________________________________________

My superhero friend

I have a friend. I have an imaginary friend. I have an imaginary superhero friend. 
Who is my friend? An imaginary superhero is my friend. My imaginary superhero 
friend is called Mr. Play. 

I woke up one day. I woke up one day 
and opened my eyes. I opened my eyes 
and blinked. What did I do? I opened my 
eyes and I blinked.

‘Hello!’ Mr. Play said. ‘I have come to 
the rescue! Come and play!’

I took him to school. I took him to 
school and everyone came over. 
Where did I take him? I took him to school. I took him to school and everyone came 
over. Mr. Play found a way to spin or sing! Mr. Play found a way to be a sparkling 
friend! Mr. Play found a way to spin or sing and be a sparkling friend! 

I think everyone should have a superhero friend! I think everyone should have a 
superhero friend who can come to the rescue!
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Group Guided Reading Text
Read and discuss this text with your teacher during group guided reading.

Non-Fiction text, account: The ‘Real Life Superhero’ project with 
Mr Xtreme

Mr Xtreme is a real-life superhero. He lives in California in the United States of 
America. Mr Xtreme even dresses like a superhero. Every day, he puts on his yellow 
cape, his black mask, his green helmet and black vest.  Then he works in his community 
fighting crime. 

He helps others and makes a difference. He is part of a project called the ‘Real Life 
Superhero Project’.  This is a group of normal people who dress up as superheroes 
and work to fight the bad and protect the good. 

Mr Xtreme loves superheroes and comic books so much that he decided to become 
one! Just like many superheroes, Mr Xtreme has been lonely and struggled in his life. 
Sometimes, he needed a superhero.  And so, he decided to become a real-life superhero. 
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1. What do you think a real-life superhero is?
I think a real-life superhero is someone who…

2. If you walked past Mr Xtreme in the street, how would you know he was a real-
life superhero?
I would know Mr Xtreme was a real-life superhero because…

3. What do the people in the ‘Real Life Superhero Project’ do?
The people in the ‘Real Life Superhero Project’… and…

4. Is there a real-life superhero in your community? Describe what they do.
There is / is not a real-life superhero in my community.  They are a real-life superhero 
because…

5. Why did Mr Xtreme become a real-life superhero?
Mr Xtreme became a real-life superhero because…

6. Add an adjective (describing word) for each of the nouns in the following 
sentences. Hint: some sentences have more than one noun!
a. There is a lot of crime in my neighbourhood.
b. I wish there was a superhero who could help us fight the crime.
c. Sometimes when I’m scared, I find a friend to talk to.
d. My parents are my superheroes!

7. Alliteration is when a few words in a sentence start with the same sound. For 
example: Susan sees six sweets.Write a short sentence that has at least three 
alliterative words, using the following sounds:
a. b
b. t
c. r
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Independent Reading Skills
Fiction text, story: Kwezi the star superhero

Kwezi was a young girl. She had dark hair and bright, smiling eyes. But Kwezi was 
no ordinary girl. She was a star girl. 

She lived with the star people who were her family.  The star people lived in the night 
sky.  And everyone knows, star people are superheroes! Kwezi was a superhero! Her 
superpower was that she could fly. 

Kwezi loved to fly. She would fly in the night sky to visit other star people. On earth, 
if you saw a shooting star, it was probably Kwezi flying! 

Kwezi was very kind. She knew some children on earth were afraid of the dark. 
Kwezi made a plan. She took a little piece of a star, and carried it down to earth. 

She would fly into the child’s room and place the piece of star under their 
pillow.  This made the children less afraid of the dark. Kwezi twirled and smiled. She 
flew back home. Kwezi was a kind superhero!

 ______________________________________________

1. What was Kwezi’s superpower?
Kwezi’s superpower was…

2. If you could fly anywhere, where would you fly to, and why?
If I could fly, I would fly to… because…

3. Kwezi showed that she was kind because she helped children who were afraid of 
the dark. How else would you describe Kwezi? Use the descriptions from the text 
below to help you:
a. ‘Bright, smiling eyes’.  This tells us that 

Kwezi is a… person.
b. ‘Kwezi would fly to visit other 

people’.  This tells us that Kwezi is a… 
person.

c. ‘Kwezi made a plan’.  This tells us that 
Kwezi is a… person.

4. Sometimes stories can help us visualise 
whole new worlds – like Kwezi the 
star girl’s world of the night sky. Use 
you own imagination to picture what 
Kwezi’s home in the night sky looks 
like.  Then write a description of your 
visualisation.
I can visualise Kwezi’s home in the night sky looking like…
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Non-fiction text, information: Animals with superpowers

Animals are very clever.  A lot of animals are so clever that it seems they have 
superpowers!

There is a jellyfish called T. dohrnii. Once this jellyfish is an adult, 
it changes its body so it has a child-aged body again.  This 
means that this jellyfish can make its life longer! It almost has 
the superpower of immortality. Immortality means to never die.

The sea cucumber can turn its body into liquid so it can slip 
into cracks between rocks on the sea floor.  This means it can 
escape from other animals who are trying to eat it! This means 
the sea cucumber can almost disappear! 

A boa constrictor is a kind of snake. It finds its prey by 
using its very own built-in heat sensor.  That means it can 
find food just by sensing its prey’s body heat, without 
using its eyes.  This means the boa constrictor can hunt 
in the dark.

A wood frog can freeze up to 60% of its body during 
winter.  This helps them survive the cold! When the 
weather becomes warmer, they unfreeze. Imagine if 60% of your body could freeze! 

 ______________________________________________

1. What does immortality mean?
Immortality means…

2. What can you infer about the animal that eats a sea cucumber, if the sea 
cucumber becomes safe by slipping through small spaces between rocks?
I can infer that the animals that eats the sea cucumber is…

3. Animals are often called by a shortened name, because their full names are too 
long. We can see this in the text, where Turritopsis dohrnii is called T.dohrnii. Give the 
full names of the following animals:
a. rhino b. ellie c. mozzie d. kitty

4. Give the antonyms (words with the opposite meaning) of the following words:
a. heat b. winter c. clever d. dark 
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Visual text, graph: Percentage of age groups that watch superhero 
movies

 ______________________________________________

1. Which age group watches the most superhero movies?
Those who watch the most superhero movies are people between the ages of…

2. If you were 41 years old, what percentage of people your age would watch 
superhero movies?
…% of my age group would watch superhero movies if I was 41 years old.

3. Put the following sentences in past tense.
a. I watch 10 superhero movies a year.
b. I think that I’ll always love superhero movies.
c. When I am 50 years old, I will try to watch Spiderman movies.

4. What do the following symbols stand for?
a. %  _percentage__
b. °C  ____________
c. $  _____________
d. R  _____________

18–29 30–44 45–54 55–64 65+
0%

20%

40%

66%

56%

47%

Age groups

60%

80%

100%

34%

23%
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Summary: Animals with superpowers

1. Read the non-fiction text again: Animals with superpowers

2. Then, make a mind-map about animals with superpowers.

3. Only write key words for each animal (the most important words, not a full sentence).

Summary: Animals with superpowers

Animals with 
superpowers

Wood frog
(key words)

Jellyfish
(key words)

Sea cucumber
(key words)

Boa constrictor
(key words)
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Grade 4 Term 3 Weeks 7 and 8
Theme: Finding out more about poetry

Decoding Skills
Phonic sounds
Learn to say these sounds:

 ______________________________________________

Phonic words
Practice sounding out and reading these words: 

when why while tune rude huge book took cool pool
 ______________________________________________

Word find
Blend sounds from the table to form words. Write as many words as possible in your exercise book.

wh u-e c
e p l
t oo a

i-e k n

 ______________________________________________

Sight or high frequency words
Use your phonic knowledge to sound out these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise 
them by sight:

list happy grow hope wanted
well find magic us soon

 ______________________________________________

Theme vocabulary words
Your teacher will teach you the meanings of these words. Use your phonic knowledge to sound out 
these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise them by sight:

poet poem rules rhyme meaning

free verse rhyming couplet haiku syllables rhythm

research interview expert videos articles

express feelings create image purpose

wh u-e oo
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Decodable texts

The magic of learning new things 
Sipho wanted to learn a new thing. He wanted to 
think and grow. What could he make? Could he 
bake? Could he take up a new hobby? He wanted 
to do a new thing that would make him happy. He 
wanted to think, grow and be happy. 

But he had baked. He did not like baking. He wanted 
to find a thing he could make well. But he did not. He did not find making things fun. 

He spoke to his mom. ‘What is it, Sipho?’ asked mom. ‘Why are you unhappy?’  
Sipho said, ‘I do not want to be rude. I want to grow and be happy. I want to learn a 
new thing.’

Mom looked at Sipho. ‘Why don’t you write poems? I hope you will. I think you will 
find magic in words.’  

 ______________________________________________

Poems give us hope

Poems can be magic. Poems can bring us hope.  

I like poems. I hope you like poems. I like words that rhyme. There is magic in words 
that rhyme. 

Words that rhyme with sing are wing, ping and fling.  
Words that rhyme with pool are fool, school and cool.  
Words that rhyme with flake are make, take and sake.  
Words that rhyme with book are look, cook and hook. 
Words that rhyme with base are case, space and chase. 
Words that rhyme with hole are mole, sole and pole.  
Words that rhyme with like are bike, mike and spike. 

I can grow long list of words that rhyme. I hope you like rhymes. I hope they make 
you happy. Why don’t you make a list? 

 ______________________________________________

4. Which word rhymes with drink?
A word that rhymes with drink is...

5. Which word rhymes with ring?
A word that rhymes with ring is....

6. Which word rhymes with sale?
A word that rhymes with sale is...
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Group Guided Reading Text
Read and discuss this text with your teacher during group guided reading.

Note: Instead of an independent text and a visual text, this week learners will independently read 
the following three texts to research the topic: Finding out more about poetry. 

Research Texts
Fiction text, story and free verse poem: Best friends

My name is Rita Smit. I live on a farm near a small town called Bredasdorp. Most of 
my friends live in town. But my best friend lives on the farm with me. 

I wrote a free verse poem about my best friend. I chose to write a free verse 
because I wanted to write what I feel. I also wanted to show the way we speak to 
each other. I didn’t want to worry about rules. 

I know that with free verse:

• I can use any number of words

• I can use invented spelling

• I can choose to use punctuation or not

• I can write what I am feeling, in any way I want 

Here is my free verse: 

Best friends

Lick lick sniff
Lick licky lickety sniff sniff woof
Woof WOOF WOOF!
My best friend talks to me like this
She says:
Hello Rita, 
please come and play
RITA, COME NOW!
I smile and fetch the ball
We go outside to play and have fun
I am never lonely :)

by Rita Smit
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1. Who is speaking in the first three lines of the poem? 
In the first three lines of the poem, … is speaking.

2. What do these lines mean? 
These lines mean…

3. Why do you think the poet write some words in capital letters?
I think the poet writes some words in capital letters because / to show…

4. What do you think this means :) ? Why do you think the poet writes this?
I think it means…
I think the poet writes this to show…

 
 _______________________________

Fiction text, story and rhyming couplet poem: Bush animals

My name is Sizwe Mtshali. I live in the city of Richard’s Bay in KZN. My mother and 
father took us to the game reserve. I saw many wild animals living in the bush.

I wrote a rhyming couplet poem about the animals I saw in the bush. I chose to 
write a rhyming couplet because I wanted the poem to have a rhythm, like the song 
of one of the birds we saw. I also like to follow rules when I write a poem.

I know that with a rhyming couplet:

• I must write my poem in sets of two lines

• The last words in the two lines must rhyme

• The lines must have more or less the same number of syllables 

• There must be a rhythm to my poem when I read it aloud 

Here is my rhyming couplet: 

Bush animals

We drive through the bush, as quiet as can be,
My mother, father, sister and me. 

I spot a big beast, he is huge and grey,
When he gets angry, we must move away!

Mom sees a bright bird, singing a song,
Cheep cheep, chirp chirp, sweet but not long.

Dad spots impala, jumping through the air,
Light and lovely, like they don’t have a care.

My sister is quiet, she listens and looks
Then writes about the animals in her books!

by Sizwe Mtshali
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1. Which animal do you think Sizwe spots (a big beast, huge and grey)?
I think Sizwe spots…

2. How many syllables are in lines 5 and 6?
There are … syllables in line 5.
There are … syllables in line 6.

3. Which words rhyme in lines 7 and 8?
The words that rhyme in lines 7&8 are…and…

 ______________________________________________

Fiction text, story and haiku poem: King

My name is Sammy-Jo Claasens. I live in Postmasburg in the Northern Cape. Once, 
I went to a game reserve and I saw the lions.  They were the most beautiful thing 
I have ever seen.  Then I heard that lions are called the ‘King of the Jungle’. I love 
reading and writing about lions. 

I wrote a haiku poem about a lion. I chose to write a haiku because I wanted the 
poem to be short and powerful, like when a lion attacks its prey. I like the way a 
haiku can describe something I love.

I know that with a haiku:

• I must try to create a picture with my words

• I must write three lines

• The first line must have 5 syllables

• The second line must have 7 syllables

• The third line must have 5 syllables

• I can choose to use punctuation or not

Here is my haiku: 

King

he lies silently
satisfied after his feast
golden, strong, the king

by Sammy-Jo Claasens
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1. Break up the word ‘silently’ into syllables, like this: per/fect/ly
…..

2. Which two words describe how the lion looks?
The two words that describe how the lion looks are…and…

3. In your exercise book, draw the picture that this poem creates for you. 
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Grade 4 Term 3 Weeks 9 and 10

Theme: Decision Making

Decoding Skills
Phonic sounds
Learn to say these sounds:

 ______________________________________________

Phonic words
Practice sounding out and reading these words: 

sleep slow slip beep cheep peep

 ______________________________________________

Word find
Blend sounds from the table to form words. Write as many words as possible in your exercise book.

sl ee a
p l s
tr sh o
i-e n gr

 ______________________________________________

Sight or high frequency words
Use your phonic knowledge to sound out these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise 
them by sight:

plan scared need must our
dog shouted stop door gave

 ______________________________________________

Theme vocabulary words
Your teacher will teach you the meanings of these words. Use your phonic knowledge to sound out 
these words. Practice reading them until you can recognise them by sight:

consequence decision decide narrator steal

gingerbread man cottage stage unhealthy diet

conversation heavy plan fox chase

actor / actress healthy act results highest

sl ee
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Decodable texts

Mrs Hlope’s decision 

Mrs Hlope had a decision. Mrs Hlope had a decision to make. She saw a bird. She 
saw a bird in the house. What did she see? She saw a bird in our house. Mrs Hlope 
was scared. Mrs Hlope was scared of the bird. She shouted! She shouted at the bird!

‘Cheep, cheep! Beep, beep! Peep, peep!’ said the bird.

‘Stop! I feel scared!’ shouted Mrs Hlope.

Mrs Hlope made a plan. Mrs Hlope made a plan for the bird. She must get the bird 
out! She must get the bird out of our house! What must Mrs Hlope do? Mrs Hlope 
must get the bird out of the house. 

‘I need to slip out the door. I need to slip out the door, very slow!’ said Mrs Hlope. ‘I 
must see the bird go to sleep. I must see the bird go to sleep and then I will decide 
what to do.’

Mrs Hlope had made her decision.
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Many consequences! 

We decided. We decided to buy a house. What did we decide to do? We decided to 
buy a house. We didn’t think. We didn’t think about a plan. We just decided to buy a 
house!

There were many consequences! There were many consequences of this decision!

Here are all the consequences. Here are all the consequences of this decision! Our 
dog didn’t sleep. Our dog didn’t sleep in the new house.  The house gave beeps and 
cheeps and peeps. What did the house give? The house gave beeps and cheeps and 
peeps! 

Our children were scared. Our children were scared of the house.  The door was 
full of tricks! The door was full of tricks in the new house. ‘Slow, slip, stop! Slow, slip, 
stop!’ went the door.

Our friends laughed. Our friends laughed and shouted, ‘You must think! You must 
think before you decide!’ What did our friends shout? They shouted ‘You must think 
before you decide.’

 ______________________________________________

1. What mistake did they make when buying a new house?
The mistake was that…

2. What sounds did the door make in the new house?
The door made the sounds… and… and…

3. What did the friends say?
The friends said…
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Group Guided Reading Text
Read and discuss this text with your teacher during group guided reading.

Fiction text, story: Khosi’s decision

The school day was over, and Khosi walked home with his friends. One of Khosi’s 
friends, Dineo, had a soccer ball in her hands, ‘Hey guys, who wants to play soccer?’ 
asked Dineo. 

The group of friends all cheered. Khosi loved soccer and wanted to play.  Then, 
he remembered that he had a big maths test the next day. Khosi was struggling 
with maths, and his marks were not very good. Khosi knew that it would be a bad 
decision to play soccer instead of studying for his test. 

‘Guys, I can’t play soccer today. I need to go home and study,’ said Khosi.

The next day, Khosi wrote his maths test and he felt it went very well.  The following 
week, Khosi’s maths teacher handed the class back their tests, ‘Class, I want to 
congratulate Khosi! Khosi got the highest mark in the class and I am very proud of him.’

Khosi’s friends clapped and cheered for him. He felt great! Khosi couldn’t wait to 
show his test results to his parents. 

1. What did Dineo want to do after school?
After school, Dineo…

2. What did Khosi decide to do?
Khosi decided to…

3. Did Khosi make a good or bad decision? 
Why?
Khosi made a good / bad decision because…

4. What would you have done if you were 
Khosi and you had to make that decision?
If I were Khosi, I would have… 

5. Change the following sentences into the future tense. Use the ‘ is / are going to’ 
structure.  
For example: Khosi learns hard for his test. Khosi is going to learn hard for his test.
a. Khosi walked home with his friends. b. Dineo brings her soccer ball.
c. Khosi made a difficult decision. d. Khosi got the highest mark in the class.

6. Maths is an abbreviation of mathematics. Write the abbreviations for the 
following words:
a. Tuesday b. Cellular telephone
c. Street d. Kilogram
e. November
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Independent Reading Skills
Fiction text, story: Dad’s diet

Simphiwe’s father went to the doctor.  The doctor told him that he was very 
unhealthy because of his diet.  The doctor explained that if Simphiwe’s father didn’t 
start making better diet decisions, he was not going to live a long and healthy life. 

Simphiwe’s father wanted to live a long and healthy life with his beautiful family. 
So, he decided to change his diet. Simphiwe’s father stopped drinking cooldrinks, 
and instead, he lots of drank water. Simphiwe’s father stopped eating fast food, and 
instead, he cooked all of his meals at home. Simphiwe’s father stopped eating lots 
of pap and bread, because the doctor told him that too much pap and bread can 
be bad for a person’s health. Instead of eating pap and bread, he ate lots of green 
vegetables. 

The next time that Simphiwe’s father visited the doctor, the doctor was very happy. 
The doctor told him that he was much healthier, and that he would live a long life. 

 ______________________________________________

1. What good decision did Simphiwe’s father make?
The good decision Simphiwe’s father made was…

2. Can you visualise Simphiwe’s father’s face (how he looked) when the doctor told 
him he was not going to live a long and healthy life if he didn’t change his diet?
I can visualise that Simphiwe’s father’s face looked…

3. Add the correct word (must, will, have to, or might) to complete the following 
sentences:
a. The decisions you make ________________ affect your life.
b. I ____________ do some exercise today because yesterday I forgot.
c. She ______________ change her lifestyle or else she ___________die.

4. Join the following words using an apostrophe to show where the letter/s are left 
out. 
a. Should not – b. I have – 
c. Let us – d. I will – 
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Non-fiction text, instructions: How to make a good decision

Sometime in our lives, we will all have to choose between two things. When you 
choose, you make a decision.  Try to follow these steps to make a good decision.

1. Firstly, think before you act.  This means that you must not just choose. First, think 
carefully about the different choices you can make. What are they?

2. Secondly, think about the pros and the cons for each choice. You can even write 
these points down. 

3. Thirdly, you have to make a decision. Now, use the pros and cons that you have 
thought about to make a decision. 

4. Lastly, think about the decision that you made. You need to decide whether it was 
the right decision or choice. Do you feel good or bad about it? Why? Remember 
this feeling the next time you have to make a decision. 
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1. What is the first thing you must do to make a good decision?
The first thing you must do…

2. Visualise a time you made a difficult decision. Write down the pros and cons for 
each choice.
a. A difficult decision I had was… 
b. Pros for the decision were… 
c. Cons for the decision were… 

3. Change the following sentences into the future tense using the ‘will ____’ structure. 
For example: My friend thinks carefully. My friend will think carefully. 
a. You write down the different points.
b. She takes a long time to decide.
c. Your choice changes your future.
d. I remember this feeling. 

4. Many words come from the same root. Use the root of the word to form verbs 
and nouns. Complete the table:

Verb Noun
to decide a decision
to… a building
to act an…
to… a song
to choose a…
to create a…
to… an organisation
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Visual text, flow chart: Making a decision

 ______________________________________________

1. What are the three questions you must ask yourself when trying to make a 
decision? 
The three questions I must ask myself are:
1. 
2.  
3.  

2. Why could it be difficult to go through this process every time you need to make 
a decision? 
It could be difficult because… 

STOP! THINK!

Will doing this be good for me?

Will doing this be good for people 
around me?

Will doing this 
make me feel 

good?

You shouldn’t.  
This may be a bad 

decision.

You should.  
This is a good 

decision!

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
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3. Punctuate the following sentences correctly. Make sure your punctuation shows 
direct speech.
a. what should I do Noli asked Thato.
b. i’m not sure. let’s think what the best decision will be Thato replied.

4. Write down the correct meaning for the following idiomatic expression:

a. When it comes to making a decision, she always sits on the fence. 
to put yourself last / to avoid making a decision / to sit on an uncomfortable chair

b. We were all on the same page at the meeting. 
understanding the situation in the same way / reading the same book / everyone has 
to share

c. We discussed for hours, but the decision was still up in the air. 
in an aeroplane / talking loudly / haven’t made a decision yet 

 ______________________________________________

Summary: How to make a good decision

1. Read the non-fiction text again: How to make a good decision

2. Then, make a mind-map about how to make a good decision.

3. Only write key words for each animal (the most important words, not a full sentence).

Summary: How to make a good decision

Making a  
Good Decision

Firstly
(What must you 

do first?)

Secondly
(What must you 

do second?)

Lastly
(What must you  

do last?)

Thirdly
(What must you  

do third?)


